Credit where credit’s due

Toronto area artists who contributed their work (and which was theirs)
Daniel Martins (front cover, and centrefold)
Paul Zulauf (back cover, and screaming person)
Claro Cosco (the Tactical Frivolity image, and the idea for the companion text)
Michael Gucciardi (the cop in “ain’t sayin’”)
Lester Brown (the final version of “ain’t sayin’”)
Michael Vipperman (concept, layout and all text unless otherwise credited)

Other contributors:
Maggie Hedwig and Andrea Budgey (the litany)
Luke Roelofs, English philosophy student (Identification, Violence and Attribution Biases)
Megan Kinch, Toronto area activist and journalist (the three pages of This Is Canada)

Inspiration for making this booklet:
Reg Hartt, Amanda Martin, William C, Megan Kinch, Kevin W, Lucy Tishkina

Thanks also to:
Everyone who helped with any step of Project Ballyhoo (posterizing, flyering, editing, etc)
Everyone who donated money to help with the printing costs
Everyone who invested in this booklet
Everyone who documented the events of the Toronto G20 and hyped the anniversary
And to everyone else who has provided support and encouragement in this project.

Without the help of all of you, and many others I have forgotten to thank, this would not have been possible. Thank you.

megantron.blogspot.com
brainscamstudios.com
www.communicacion.com
www.myspace.com/lesterbrownandthecarpets
www.feelsgood.ca/profiles/profile/show?id=19y4oe4i1z7z
michaelvipperman.wordpress.com